
Proving that one does not need to be wealthy to enjoy a lifetime of fulfillment aboard a cruising sailboat, this collection contains anecdotes from eight experienced sailors who have voyaged safely and comfortably aboard boats ranging from 16½-foot centerboard gaff cutters to ocean-going 22-foot cutters. Included is the story of the Sea Dart, the small sailboat made famous by adventurer Tristan Jones in his bestselling book, The Incredible Voyage. Contributors relate how they could afford larger, more complex boats but have resisted the urge to upgrade for reasons both practical and philosophical. Topics covered include boat selection, cooking, toilet facilities, ventilation, sleeping, and seamanship.
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The Body "knows" How to Tune in to Your Body and Improve Your Health, Caroline M. Sutherland, 2001, Health & Fitness, 311 pages. This book takes readers on a journey into understanding the terrain of the physical, emotional, and spiritual components of the body and how tuning into the various entities.
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Body, Mind, and Sport The Mind-body Guide to Lifelong Health, Fitness, and Your Personal Best, John Douillard, 2001, Health & Fitness, 250 pages. Integrates the stress-reducing techniques of mind-body medicine into a lifelong fitness program that calls for a new ideal of physical and mental balance..

Boatbuilding A Complete Handbook of Wooden Boat Construction, Howard Irving Chapelle, 1994, Reference, 624 pages. Boatbuilding is a practical handbook and boatshop assistant, designed and written to meet the needs of the builder, covering the complete process of wooden boat construction.

The Handbook of Sailing , Bob Bond, 1992, Sports & Recreation, 352 pages. A guide to all aspects of sailing discusses choosing a sailboat, equipment, basic and advanced seamanship, cruising, navigation, meteorology, and safety.
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Rowing to Latitude Journeys Along the Arctic's Edge, Jill Fredston, Oct 10, 2002, Biography & Autobiography, 312 pages. The author recalls her many adventures as she explored the coasts of
Alaska, Canada, Greenland, Spitsbergen, and Norway in her ocean-worthy rowing shell..

Twenty Small Sailboats to Take You Anywhere, John Vigor, Aug 1, 1999, Sports & Recreation, 200 pages. John Vigor turns the spotlight on twenty seaworthy sailboats that are at home on the ocean in all weather. These are old fiberglass boats, mostly of traditional design and.

Catboats From the Boards of the Benford Design Group, Jay Benford, Feb 1, 2009, Sports & Recreation, 128 pages. A collection of inventive catboat designs, from the boards of the Benford Design Group, ranging from 17' to 22' long. Both centerboard and keel designs are shown. All have.


The Competitive Cat Racing Small Gaff-rigged Catboats, Bill Welch, Nov 28, 2007, Sports & Recreation, 146 pages. "the Competitive Cat" is a one of a kind resource for the modern catboat sailor. The book is geared for the reader who is interested in racing, yet the detailed descriptions.

Sailing Big on a Small Sailboat, Jerry Cardwell, 2007, Sports & Recreation, 240 pages. This guide outlines the planning, boats and accessories sailors of small sailboats need to safely embark on ambitious journeys..

What is an Arthropod?, Kathryn Smithyman, Bobbie Kalman, 2003, Juvenile Nonfiction, 32 pages. Introduces arthropods, a group of invertebrates which outnumbers all other animal species combined, describing some different types and discussing their physical
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Stereotypes and Prejudice Essential Readings, Charles Stangor, 2000, Psychology, 490 pages. This book contains a collection of classic and contemporary readings that have contributed to our understanding of stereotypes and prejudice from a social-psychological perspective.

Devereux Books, 2004

Published under the auspices of the American Society of International Law. Winner of the Certificate of Merit by the American Society of International Law in 1988.

Queueing Systems Volume 1: Theory Leonard Kleinrock This book presents and develops methods from queueing theory in sufficient depth so that students and professionals may.
Empirical musicology aims, methods, prospects, Eric F. Clarke, Nicholas Cook, 2004, Music, 229 pages. The study of music is always, to some extent, "empirical," in that it involves testing ideas and interpretations against some kind of external reality. But in musicology, the
The Stanley Cup Old Time Hockey Trivia, Don Weekes, 1996, Sports & Recreation, 140 pages. Relive the glorious history of hockey in this entertaining question-and-answer format. Whether alone or within a group of rowdy fans, these fun facts are sure to be a hit. The
Great hoaxes and famous impostors, Carlson Wade, 1976, Biography & Autobiography, 239 pages. Records the often brilliant deceptions contrived by counterfeiters, false spiritual mediums, art forgers, and financial swindlers.

Cinematic History of Action and Adventure, Mark Wilshin, 2005, Juvenile Nonfiction, 32 pages. Reviews the genre of action/adventure movies ranging from swashbucklers and disaster movies to spy and kung fu flicks using examples and plots from famous films.
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Testing the Limits (Mills & Boon Blaze) (Uniformly Hot! - Book 50), Kira Sinclair, Jun 1, 2014, Fiction, 224 pages. Wanting him was wrong, but it felt so right... Social worker Quinn Keller sees the best in people...and the worst. When she rescues a prominent businessman’s battered wife, she discovers the depths of a dark passion.

The Sitter, R.L. Stine, Jul 1, 2003, Fiction, 320 pages. Master of chilling suspense R. L. Stine proves that you never outgrow a good scare. If he frightened you then, he’ll terrify you now. . . . Ellie Saks is dying to escape the town where she grew up and never found her place. But when an unexpected visitor arrives, Ellie’s world is turned upside down.

How Your Child Learns Best: Brain-Friendly Strategies You Can Use to Ignite Your Child’s Learning and Increase School Success, Judy Willis, Sep 1, 2008, Education, 336 pages. Brain-Based Strategies You Can Use Today to Enhance Your Child’s Love of Learning How Your Child Learns Best is a groundbreaking guide for parents that combines the latest research in brain science with practical strategies for teaching.
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